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Context

Timed properties are often used to specify the behavior of (safety-critical) systems. Having behavioral specifications that take time into account offers desirable expressiveness but raises new challenges for the validation process.

One "family" of techniques are the so-called dynamic validation techniques where verification occurs at runtime. This family includes techniques such as runtime verification...
[Hav00,HR01,HR02,LKK+99,LS08], runtime enforcement [HMS06,Sch00,Vis00,LBW09,LBW05,Fal09,FFM12]. Common to these techniques is that the full behavioral specification of the system is not required.

- **Runtime verification**: a "monitor" is used to check if an execution trace verifies a property P without modifying the execution of the system. Compared to many testing approaches, this technique does not require a specification of the system, but only the property to check.

- **Runtime enforcement**: may be seen as an extension of the previous approach. The monitor (called now enforcer) can be seen as a kind of "filter" (e.g., a firewall). It is now equipped with a memory and is able to store the events. If it is possible, it releases the actions assuring that the required property P is verified. In this case, the enforcer modifies the general execution of the system. Output sequences of the enforcer have to be "correct" (sequence verifies property P) and "transparent" (correct input sequences are not modified).

On the application perspective it is worth mentioning that some industrial partners such as Microsoft and Google started to use runtime validation frameworks proposed by early research endeavors.

**Subject:**

A first attempt of runtime enforcement using timed automata has been proposed in [PFJMRN12]. In a general way, the objective of this PhD position is to extend runtime verification and enforcement in the context of timed systems and complete the picture of theoretical results.

Some questions still remain open. Which timed properties can be monitored / enforced? How the set of enforeable/monitorable properties evolves according to the architecture and under different enforcement primitives for the monitor? How can we synthesize an enforcement monitors from descriptive specifications. Intuitively, in runtime enforcement, one of the difficulties is that the operations of the enforcer influence the timings constraints of the initial behavior.

The main objective of this work is to provide a complete framework of monitoring / enforcement of timed systems, with several kinds of timed properties (safety, co-safety, and more expressive properties...) described in timed temporal logics and using several transparency rules. The implementability of this approach should also be investigated.

Theoretical results should be supported by a tool in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.

**Prerequisites:**

- Master in Computer Science.
- A first experience in the domain of formal methods is a strong asset.
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